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NEW QUESTION: 1
The mobility team is evaluating new smartphones for deployment from multiple vendors.
Which of the following items is a concern for the adherence to IT Policy? (Select TWO).
A. No API for remote management
B. The ability to set complex passwords
C. Lack of business applications on the vendor application store
D. Duration of the battery life
E. The resolution of the display
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
In MPLS Layer 3 VPN implementations, what is used at the PEs to transform the customer IPv4
prefixes into a unique 96-bit prefix?
A. AS number
B. PW ID
C. RT
D. VC ID
E. RD
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
管理者はMicrosoft Active
Directoryユーザーグループに基づいて権限を割り当てるためにどの属性を活用することができます
か。
A. クラス
B. メンバー

C. グループ
D. 人
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
PIM sparse mode is implemented in the network RPF succeeds under which condition?
A. The RPF check succeeds for both PIM neighbors, and traffic loadbalances across both
neighbors.
B. The RPF check succeeds for the highest DR priority for the PIM router.
C. The RPF check succeeds for the next hop whose router ID is the highest.
D. The RPF check succeeds for the highest interface IP address for thePIM router.
Answer: D
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